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1 Overview 
 

This solution shows how to create a ZadaraⓇ VPSAⓇ Storage Array residing in a data 
center nearby a Google GCP region with Direct Peering networking to your GCP 
account. The Zadara VPSA is a multi-tenant cloud based solution consisting of 
servers, networking and a Software Defined Storage (SDS) stack that allows you to 
add a NAS to your compute. 
 
The Zadara VPSA supports NFS and SMB/CIFS for file sharing across multiple Linux 
and Windows instances making it an easy transition to move your enterprise 
workloads into GCP. With enterprise features such as: 
 

 Snapshots 
 Image Based Backup 
 Encryption 
 24x7 monitoring of storage systems 

 

Your dedicated staff that performs the daily management of storage systems can 
now work on higher priority business solutions for expanding your business. 

1.1 Getting Started 

Since the VPSA is in a different data center from GCP, you will need to create a 
Zadara Account using https://manage.zadarastorage.com/register/.  From there, you 
can create one or more VPSAs that are network accessible using Direct Peering. 
When you create a VPSA, select the Google Cloud Platform as Cloud Provider and the 
GCP region closest to your compute. While you can access a VPSA from any region, 
you will want to choose one of Zadara’s data centers that are closest to your 
compute. This will lower latency and provide better response time for your 
applications and user experience. 
 

https://manage.zadarastorage.com/register/
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Figure 1: Zadara Storage Configuration Page 

 
Engine and drive selection is predicated on the type of performance and durability 
level you want to establish for your workload requirements. Since the VPSA is 
Software Defined Storage, you can create type of NAS from a simple low-cost SATA 
array with RAID-6 protection or create an all-flash array with SSDs configured in 
RAID-10 capable of over 100K IOPS. Moreover, Zadara’s hybrid-drive technology 
allows you to scale-up the performance with a SSD cache-layer expandable to 3.2TB. 
 
One of our more popular NAS solutions is a 6TB RAID-1 using SATA.  For this 
configuration, select: 
 

 Two 6000GB SATA Drives 
 400/Basic Engine 
 One CPU for ZCS (Zadara Container Services) 

 
Zadara offers an optional single CPU for Container Services which allows you to run 
Docker applications embedded within the VPSA. We recommend enabling this 
feature to give you low-latency access to NFS mount points. Zadara maintains a 

GitHub repository which administrators can install. Some of the more popular Docker 

https://github.com/zadarastorage/dockerfiles
https://github.com/zadarastorage/dockerfiles
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containers are ssh and ClamAV for root access and anti-virus scanning at local disk 
speeds. 
 
The VPSAs you create are listed in the provision portal. Newly provisioned VPSAs 
require you to configure RAID sets, pools and shares per your requirements. Once 
done, shares are accessible to Windows and Linux Servers. 
 

 
Figure 2: Zadara Provisioning Portal Listing of VPSAs 

1.2 VPSA Management 

The Direct Peering networking is routed only from within GCP to Zadara. That is, 
Zadara does not provide public access your VPSA. For remote access, you will need 
to RDP into a Windows instance, VNC into a Linux Desktop instance, or ssh into your 
Linux instance and port forward localhost to the VPSA. Use the Management 
Address URL of the VPSA to manage the storage array. You can directly click on this 
link from any browser running inside GCP. 

1.2.1 Port Forwarding using SSH 

PuTTY is a SSH Windows client where you can log into GCP instances from remote 
locations. You will need to upload your PuTTY public key to your instance to access. 
Configure the port forward section of the PuTTY session such that port 80 is 
forwarded to port 80 on the VPSA. Use the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of 
the Management Address as destination. In this example, the FQN is vsa-0000035d-
aws2.zadaravpsa.com.  Remember to save the session prior to opening it otherwise 
your changes will be lost. 
 

http://www.putty.org/
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Start a web browser and open the page at localhost.  If everything is properly 
tunneled, you will be presented with a login page shown below. The credentials for 
this VPSA were sent to you via email and you will be asked to change them upon 
first logon. 
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1.2.2 Linux and Mac Port Forwarding 

If you are a Linux or Mac user, you can port forward using ssh from the command 
line: 
ssh –L 80: vsa-0000035d-aws2.zadaravpsa.com:80 ubuntu@ip-of-your-gcp-instance 
Your public key for this machine needs to be uploaded prior to running this 
command. Point your browser at http://localhost to manage the storage. 

1.2.3 VPSA GUI Navigation 

You are presented with a navigation menu on the left side of the GUI that will allow 
you to configure and manage your VPSA. There are five navigation menus that allow 
you to build an array, connect to other VPSAs or Object Storage in your network for 
disaster recovery and backup, configure snapshot and mirroring for data protection, 
configure ZCS to run Docker apps on the array, and NAS access control for adding 
users and integrating with Active Directory. 
 
For each navigation menu, there are context related operations presented on the top 
center navigation bar. In this example below, the Volumes Navigation Menu has a 
top navigation bar that will allow you to rapidly create, delete and expand volumes. 

http://localhost/
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You can attach and detach servers and perform data services such as snapshots, 
cloning and migration for the highlighted volume. 
 

 

1.2.4 Step 1: Creating RAID Sets 

You can choose from four different protection levels based on the number of drives 
placed within a RAID set. The most common protection level is RAID-1. 
 

 RAID-1 – Data is mirrored between two drives 
 RAID-1+1 – Data is mirrored between three drives 
 RAID-5 – Data and parity are written on 3 to 5 drives 
 RAID-6 – Data and two parity sets are written on 4 to 10 drives 

 

Select RAID Groups from the left navigation menu and then press the Create button 
from the top navigation bar. You are presented with a dialog box that will allow you 
to define and create a RAID Group. Enter a name of the RAID Group, enter the 
Protection level, Mirror Type - if applicable, and select the appropriate drives for 
this group. 
 
If you have another set of drives, you would repeat this process. For example, if you 
have for SATA drives, you would create two different RAID Groups named sata-rg1 
and sata-rg2. Later when a pool is created, these RAID Groups can be stripped to 
increase performance. 

1.2.5 Step 2: Creating Pools 

Pools aggregate RAID Groups to provide a level of operations such as creating 
volumes, shares, and snapshots. To create a pool, select the Pools from the right 
Navigation and then press the Create button from the top navigation. The dialog box 
below is presented where you can create a pool: 
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Figure 3: Pools are used to aggregate RAID Groups and provide snapshot services 

 
Enter the name of the pool, select the RAID Groups you want to use, enter the 
Capacity of the pool and Type. Zadara offers Transactional and Repository 
workloads consisting of 256K and 1M stripping. Transactional types are designed 
for databases under 10TB in size. 
 
Caching is optional at the pool level and can be enabled or disabled real-time. When 
enabled, the pool will operate at SSD performance and flushed to the SATA RAID 
Group. Cache is expandable for VPSAs with engines larger than the 200 model. 
 
If two or more RAID Groups are selected when creating the pool, the Striped option 
is available. This will allow you to create RAID-10, RAID-50 or RAID-60 for scaled up 
performance. 

1.2.6 Step 3: Creating NFS and SMB/CIFS Shares 

Volumes and shares are partitioned from the VPSA resource pools. Shares can be 
concurrently accessed from both Windows and Linux servers. To create a share, 
select the Volumes on the right Navigation Menu and then the Create button on the 
top navigation. The Create button has a pull-down menu, which will allow you to 
create a file share or block volume. Select the share option for NAS operations. You 
will be presented with the following dialog: 
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Enter the name of the share, capacity (up to 100TB) and select the pool. By default, 
snapshots are enabled for the share. You can disable them now and add policies 
later if desired. Encryption is AES-256 at-rest at the block layer. However, you will 
need to first configure your password for the controller. This password is different 
from the management password you logged in. The encryption key is stored in RAM 
and never retained. Pulling down the SMB Options allows you to access the 
Windows share as guest or you can use ACLs with Active Directory Integration. An 
Active Directory is joined via the NAS Access Control menu. 
 
Pulling down the NFS Options allows you to enable or disable “root squash.” 

1.2.7 Step 4: Creating Server Records 

Server records are created for each server or CIDR block. This allows you which 
servers or subnet that can access the shares. Once a server record is created, it can 
be attached to the share. The Direct Peering network presents the External IP of the 
VM Instance to Zadara’s network. You can obtain the address from your GCP 
Console under VM instances. When creating an instance, a good practice is to use a 
static IP instead of an ephemeral so that you do not have to create new server 
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records every time you start and stop your instance and the ephemeral address is 
reassigned. 
 

 
Figure 4: Use the Compute Engine to Determine External IP Addresses 

 
Once you have server records created, use the top navigation button to attach 
shares to the record. You will have the option to export the share as SMB or NFS. In 
the case where you specified a server record with CIDR block and need access from 
both Linux and Windows, attach the share a second time specifying the other 
protocol. 

1.2.8 Step 5: Mounting Shares to Your Instances 

When a share is attached to the server record, the Zadara VPSA exports the share to 
the specific subnet or single IP address defined in the record giving the server 
read/write access to the share. 

1.2.8.1 How to Mount NFS Shares 

You will need root or sudo privileges to mount shares to your Linux instance. First 
install the NFS packages for the appropriate Linux distro. 
 

 Debian: sudo apt install nfs-common 
 RHEL: sudo yum install nfs-utils 

 

The NFS and SMB export paths are available when you select the Volumes in the left 
navigation menu. Click on the share you want to mount and you will see the details 
for the share. Simply copy the export path and mount the share as root to a mount 
point. 
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Figure 5: The Share Property tab provides export paths for mounting shares 

 
The steps to do this are: 
 

 sudo mkdir -p /mnt/nfs1 
 sudo mount -t nfs <paste the export path here> /mnt/nfs1 

 

You should be able to access the share via the /mnt/nfs1 directory. You also can 
show the disk file system usage by issuing the “df - h /mnt/nfs1” command. The 
reported size should be the same as the capacity you created. 

1.2.8.2 How to Mount SMB Shares 

The SMB Export Path is directly accessible from the Windows File Manager as an 
UNC path. Copy the export path of the share into the File Manager address bar to 
access the share. You can also map a network drive to a drive letter using the export 
path. To do this, right click on the network icon and paste the path into the Windows 
Dialog box. If you enabled ACLs on this SMB share and joined an Active Directory, 
your current logon credentials will be used. 
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Figure 6: Zadara SMB Share accessed via an UNC Path 

1.3 Advanced Features 

The VPSA has many enterprise features such as snapshots, mirroring and backup. 
Each provides different levels of protection and recovery methods. Pre-defined 
policies are a quick way to schedule and automate a protection scheme; however, 
you can implement your own policy using the policy dialog box or use the cron 
syntax for scheduling jobs. 

1.3.1 Snapshots 

Zadara uses a very efficient copy-on-write snapshot process. When a snapshot is 
generated, the virtual table for the share is saved and new data written to the share 
is written to different blocks in the pool. 
 
Since your data and snapshots co-reside in the same pool, snapshots should not be 
used in place of a backup. However, snapshots provide an effective method of 
rapidly recovering data and lowering your Recovery Time Objective (RTO) in the 
case of an accidentally deleted file or folder. You can also take a snapshot of your 
production share and then mount an independent share as a sandbox for test and 
dev. 
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In the example below, the “gcp-demo” snapshot was taken of the “nfs” share using 
the Data Services top navigation button. 
 

 
Figure 7: Use Snapshots and Clones to mount copies of your data 

 
The new snapshot is listed in share’s Detail section underneath the Snapshots tab. 
From this menu, you can clone a copy of the share with a Recovery Point Objective 
(RPO) based on the given Timestamp. The cloned share then can be mounted to a 
Windows or Linux server. 
 
To further illustrate this, if a virus is introduced on your share such as “THIS IS A 
VIRUS” shown below, or if your data becomes encrypted due to ransomware, 
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Figure 8: Example share that was infected with a virus 

 
you can mount the snapshot prior to the infection: 
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and the share is immediately restored back to the original state at the time of the 
snapshot. Creating a clone and mounting the share takes a few minutes and can 
dramatically reduce your RTO and protect your data. 

1.3.2 Mirroring 

There are two use cases for Zadara’s Enterprise Mirroring. The first case is to copy 
your data to a secondary pool as a backup. The other use case is to copy your data to 
a different region for disaster recovery. The prerequisites are: 
 

 A second pool for local copy 
 A second VPSA Storage Array with public IP enabled 

 

You may also use a proxy via the front-end network to route data between the two 
VPSA Storage Arrays. Regardless of the private or public network, data is encrypted 
prior to transit. 
 

1.3.2.1 VPSA Storage Array Discovery 

The first step in mirroring is to create a target end point.  This is done by 
discovering a VPSA using the Remote VPSAs menu on the left and pressing the 
Discover button. You are asked to enter the IP address of the target VPSA and the 
network to use for the routing. You will need the credentials of the other VPSA. 
 

 
 

1.3.2.2 Mirroring Data to a Secondary Disaster Recovery Site 

A mirror job and snapshot policy are used to define the RPO at the secondary 
disaster recovery site. To create a mirror job, select the Mirroring menu on the left 
and press the Create button at the top navigation bar. 
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The Destination Volume Name is what is created on the target side when the mirror 
is broken between the source and destination. Often, it is best to use the same name 
as the Volume you are mirroring for clarity between sites. 
 
In the next step, you can specify either the same VPSA for local mirroring or a 
remote VPSA for disaster recovery. 
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After you select the target and press Next, you will be presented with a snapshot 
policy option and the target pool to store the data. Once the mirror job is 
established, a snapshot is created and data is transmitted to the target. Once 
completed, the time of the RPO is listed in the data panel for the Mirroring menu. 

1.3.2.3 Switching over to the DR Site 

Breaking a mirror job creates a new volume on the target VPSA. You break the link 
between the two sites from the Mirroring menu by pressing the Break button on the 
top navigation bar. You can break the mirror from either the Source or Target VPSA. 

1.3.2.4 Switching back to the Primary Site 

You can switch back to the primary site by reconnecting the mirror. Data that was 
modified on the DR site is migrated back using the last RPO as a the baseline.  

1.3.3 Backup to S3 (B2S3) 

The VPSA Storage Array provides image based backup copies of volumes or shares 
stored to AWS S3 compatible Object Storage. This allows you to backup your data 
either to AWS S3 or Google Storage using the Interoperability API provided by 
Google. To enable the Interoperability API, change the settings under the GCP 
Storage Menu for the project. Once enabled, you will be presented with Access and 
Secret Keys that you will need enter when creating a repository end point. 
 

https://cloud.google.com/storage/
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Please also note that the Interoperability API does not support AWS S3 multipart 
deletion functionality and will limit your ability to delete backup points from within 
the VPSA Storage Array. If you require rotating backup schedules, use AWS S3. 

1.3.3.1 Creating a Backup Snapshot Policy  

To resolve this, create a snapshot schedule for long-term continuity.  For example, a 
weekly snapshot policy provides a reasonable plan with a longer recovery point 
object objective. Short-term objectives can be met using mirroring to local disks or 
to a second VPSA Storage Array used for disaster recovery. 
 
From the left menu, Snapshot Policies can be created per your specification. Just 
select this menu and use the create button at the top navigation menu. In the 
example below, a Weekly Backup policy is created to retain data for up to 20 years. 
 

 
 
After a backup policy is created, you will need to create a bucket within Google 
Storage using the GCP Console.  Then use the regional setting so that the bucket 
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resides within the same region of the VPSA. You can use the same bucket for 
multiple VPSAs. 

1.3.3.2 Connecting to GCP Storage Buckets 

The next step is to create a Remote Object Storage end point.  The simplest way to 
connect to the end point is via public IP, otherwise you will require a proxy on your 
instance to stay with the Direct Peering Network. Allocating a public IP is authorized 
through the Zadara Provisioning Portal. 
 
From the left navigation menu, select Remote Object Storage and then press the 
connect button on the top menu bar. You will be presented with an interface that 
will allow you to enter your GCP Storage Credentials. 
 
To connect to your bucket in Google Storage, use 
commondatastorage.googleapis.com as the IP address. Enter the name of your 
bucket in the Container field and enter your Access and Secret Key found 
underneath the Interoperability API within GCP Storage. 
 

 
 
When you press submit, the Storage Array will attempt to connect to your account. 
If an error occurred, re-check your credentials. 
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1.3.3.3 Creating Backup Jobs 

After you connect to your GCP Storage Bucket, you can create Backup Jobs for your 
volumes or shares. To initiate a backup, you select the Backup to Object Storage 
menu on the left and then press the create button.  This will bring up a dialog box 
allowing you to specify the volume to backup. 
 
Using Create Backup Job dialog box, you enter a Job Name, select the volume, the 
target Remote Object Storage and the Snapshot Policy. In the example below, the 
Weekly Backup policy is used for long-term archive of the data. We recommend 
compressing the data for improved performance and lower costs. 
 

 
 
The backup job is now listed in Backup to Object Storage data panel. It includes the 
RPO when the last job completed. 

1.3.3.4 Volume Restoration 

You can restore volumes from either the Backup Object Storage or Volume menus 
by selecting the respective backup job or Volume and then under the properties tab, 
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select the Object Storage Snapshots tab. This will have a snapshot that is time tagged 
with the RPO. Once you select the snapshot, you press the restore button and you 
will be presented with a dialog box to restore the volume. 
 

 
 
The Create Restore Job allows you to enter a new volume name that you can mount 
for recovering data and three restore modes: 
 

 Restore - Use this to immediately mount the volume and restore data when 
directly access and continuously as a background process. This is good for 
recovering in the case of a regional outage and you need to bring up storage 
in a different area. 

 Clone - Use this to immediate mount the volume and restore data when 
directly accessed. This is good for recovering small sets of files that were 
archived. 
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 Import Seed - Use to restore the entire volume prior to use. 
 

You can also create a restore job from the Remote Object Storage menu and 
selecting the Bucket and the pressing the List button. This will allow you to list all of 
your backups within GCP Storage when you have archived a volume and have 
deleted it from the Storage Array.  
 

1.3.4 Volume Migration 

Volume migration allows you to transparently move data and snapshots between 
different pools without affecting servers and workstations mounted to the volume 
or share. The common case is move volumes from a higher-tier SSD pool to a lower-
tier pool when performance requirements are no longer imposed on the data set. 
Other uses such as moving between pools with different durability levels can 
produce desired results such as increasing storage efficiency for lower cost per GB 
or increasing performance using the same media such as SATA. 
 
To migrate volumes or shares, simply select Volumes from the left menu and then 
highlight the volume or share to migrate. From the top navigation bar, use the Data 
Services pulldown to start the migration process. You will be presented with list of 
pools you can migrate your data to. Remember to copy snapshots if you wish to the 
retain local data recovery points for your data. 

1.4 Additional Resources 

Additional product information can be found the Zadara Storage website: 
https://zadarastorage.com or you may access the documentation here: 
 

 Zadara Storage Google Architecture White Paper 
 Zadara Storage User Manual 
 Zadara Storage Support 
 Zadara Storage Resource Library 

 

https://zadarastorage.com/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/zadarastorage-public/Website+downloads/White+papers/Zadara+Storage+-+Google+Architecture+White+Paper.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/zadarastorage-public/Website+downloads/White+papers/Zadara+Storage+-+Google+Architecture+White+Paper.pdf
https://bit.ly/VPSA-User-Manual
https://support.zadarastorage.com/hc/en-us
https://support.zadarastorage.com/hc/en-us
https://www.zadarastorage.com/resources/
https://www.zadarastorage.com/resources/
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